Additional notes re:
The Cg x-treme mod 22 trigger

1) the cg x-treme trigger is a true 2 stage 4 lever trigger. It has 4 tool steel levers and
several springs balancing the relationship between the levers. It needs to be installed by
a person knowledgeable in trigger installation or by a gunsmith that knows this
product.
2) we suggest that the front of the trigger be installed into the receiver first and the
.125” pin driven in to hold the trigger in the receiver. If…the pin is any harder to insert
than a light tap fit, then use a .125” reamer to line ream the holes by hand.
3) rotate the rear of the trigger up an into the receiver, again insist on a light tap fit of
the pin. Also insure that the 4th lever is down inside the upper frame before driving in
the rear pin. This fit is critical! If the upper frame is distorted, bent or collapsed, the
trigger will either not function or function erratically and unreliably. This will also
void the warranty on the trigger.
4) the safety functions by blocking the movement of the #2 lever inside the trigger case.
The safety will not function properly if the first stage travel is adjusted out of the
trigger and used as a single stage trigger. Also since it is necessary to have the first stage
taken out of the trigger for correct sear engagement of the #12 & #13 screws, do not
work the safety during the adjustment process or you could damage the safety
mechanism. After the trigger’s installation, adjustment, and re-introduction of first
stage travel, you will find that the safety functions with a smooth definite click into it’s
detent positions.
5) finally when using the safety mechanism, work the bolt and cock the action before
engaging the safety. (Of course it is always necessary to observe proper and responsible
safety precautions when loading a firearm.) Do not try to engage the safety before
cocking. This 4 lever trigger will simply not work this way. It was not designed to
function like a factory Remington trigger.

